Introduction
[2] Cirrus clouds are found at all latitudes in the upper troposphere, with reported minimal global cover from 40% [Liou, 1986; Wang et al., 1996] to 60% [Wylie et al., 2005] . These clouds are important regulators of the planets radiative balance, despite their optical thinness [Liou et al., 2002] . Their role in the regulation of water vapor [Dessler and Minschwaner, 2007] near the upper troposphere-lower stratosphere (UTLS), including troposphere-to-stratosphere transport, is not yet fully understood [Corti et al., 2008] , as they play a part in several competing mechanisms. Recent studies suggest our current mental model of cirrus formation is lacking as their conditions of formation are still not wel understood [Peter et al., 2006] , especially the levels of supersaturation required [Krämer et al., 2009] , the crystal growth mechanisms involved [Murray and Bertram, 2007] and to which extent these are influenced by third-party atmospheric components such as organic aerosols [Zobrist et al., 2008] or nitric acid [Scheuer et al., 2010] . These unknowns limit progress in their representation in models [Gettelman and Kinnison, 2007] , which is a major source of uncertainty for the prediction of climate evolution Chepfer et al., 2008] ; observations so far have not been able to provide relevant information required to improve this situation.
[3] The launch in April 2006 of the CALIPSO (Cloud Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observation) satellite allows the accurate retrieval of optical properties of aerosols and clouds from spaceborne lidar . Analysis of CALIPSO data can provide information about the vertical and horizontal distribution of all clouds at a global scale ; in this paper, we apply to these observations a cloud detection algorithm specifically adapted to optically very thin clouds. Results from this algorithm are first used to describe macrophysical properties of cirrus clouds (spatiotemporal distribution, vertical extension) and optical properties of ice crystals on a global scale. Those are then correlated with large-scale dynamic indicators from reanalyses and water vapor observations to investigate links between the properties of a cloud and its environment. CALIPSO observations are described in section 2, where we emphasize links between optical measurements from the lidar, the cloud optical depth, and optical properties of ice crystals. Section 3 presents the selection criteria applied on observations for cirrus cloud detection, and the resulting cloud fraction maps, macrophysical properties (cloud geometrical thickness, top height, temperature) and cloud depolarization ratios. These are then correlated with vertical wind speed in the tropics (section 4) and high-altitude horizontal wind speed in the midlatitudes (section 5) from ECMWF (European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts) reanalyses, used as proxies for two atmospheric dynamical situations (deep convection versus subsidence and intensity of the jet streams, respectively). Section 6 documents the link between water vapor amount in the upper troposphere observed from the spaceborne Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS) and clouds identified in collocated CALIPSO measurements. Results are discussed in section 7.
Cloud Optical Properties Observed From the CALIOP Lidar

Lidar Observations and Retrievals
[4] CALIPSO belongs to the A-train satellite constellation [Stephens et al., 2002] , in which satellites follow Sunsynchronous polar orbits (82°S-82°N) at an altitude of 705 km, cross the equator at 1:30 local time and circle Earth 14-15 times a day. The passive and active measurements from instruments onboard these satellites provide a global coverage of the Earth's atmosphere.
[5] CALIOP (Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization) is a dual-wavelength (532 and 1064 nm) polarization-sensitive lidar onboard CALIPSO. The high sensitivity of lidar observations to optically thin atmospheric components makes CALIOP ideally suited to the study of cirrus clouds Sassen et al., 2008] and the optical properties of their particles [e.g., Noel and Chepfer, 2010] , provided the probed layers are optically thin (optical thickness t below ∼3).
[6] The present study uses CALIOP NASA level 1 (v. 2.01 and 2.02) and level 2 data products over 2.5 years from June 2006 to December 2008 . Following other recent studies [e.g., Chepfer and Noel, 2009] , only nighttime observations were considered in the present study, thanks to their higher signal-to-noise ratio compared to daytime observations (in which solar light increases noise levels). Observations between 60°S and 60°N were used, with tropical areas defined as the region between 30°S and 30°N, and midlatitudes between 30°and 60°.
[7] From the CALIOP NASA level 1 product, the present analysis used the attenuated total backscatter coefficients (b′ 532 and b′ 1064 ) and the perpendicular component of the backscatter at 532 nm (b′ 532? ) from the ground to 40 km (deducing the complementary parallel component b′ 532// = b′ 532 − b′ 532? ). Here b′ 532 contains backscattering contributions from molecules (b 532m ) and aerosol and cloud particles (b′ 532p ); b 532m is deduced by normalizing the molecular density number (obtained from ancillary meteorological data provided by the Global Modeling and Assimilation Office in CALIOP NASA level 1 data files) averaged over 100 consecutive 333 m horizontal resolution profiles on clear-sky b′ 532 at altitudes between 26 and 28 km: high enough to ensure clear sky and low enough to have a significant and stable signal to get a correct normalization of molecular signal. The particulate backscatter is obtained by b′ 532p = b′ 532 − b 532m . Since aerosols are mostly nonexistent in the upper troposphere [Yu et al., 2010] , in the context of this paper "particulate" describes cloud particles (as in the work of Hu et al. [2009] ).
[8] In addition, the optical thickness t of each cloud layer is obtained by the following equation [Platt et al., 1999] , also used in CALIOP NASA product algorithms [Noel et al., 2007] :
where g′ is the total attenuated backscatter coefficient (sr
) at 532 nm integrated over each cloud layer, S is the lidar ratio and h the multiple scattering coefficient. In order to be consistent with the CALIOP NASA level 2 data processing, we assumed constant values S = 25 sr and h = 0.7. While the impact of the multiple scattering is very limited for optically thin clouds, it should be noted that a relative change of lidar ratio is directly transmitted to the optical depth (Dt/t = DS/S ).
[9] From the CALIOP NASA level 2 product (called NL2 hereafter), the present analysis used the tropopause level (for cloud detection, section 3.1), deduced from the GEOS-5 general circulation model, and the cloud boundaries for comparison with the present algorithm (section 3.2).
Optical Properties of Ice Crystals 2.2.1. Mean Depolarization Ratio and Color Ratio in a Cloud Layer
[10] CALIOP provides two parameters sensitive to the optical properties of ice crystals: the depolarization ratio d and the color ratio c; d is the ratio between b′ 532? and b′ 532// [Sassen, 1977] and provides a qualitative way to discriminate particle shapes [Noel et al., 2002] ; it is often used to distinguish between liquid (spherical droplets) and solid (nonspherical) particles [Sassen, 1991] . The color ratio c is the ratio between b′ 1064 and b′ 532 ; it deviates from unity as the size of observed particles gets close to the incident wavelengths. Thus, c provides information about particle size variation inside a cloud [Tao et al., 2008] . The numerator and denominator of each ratio are calculated by summing the relevant signals between the base and top of each detected cloud layer (section 3.1).
Ice Crystals Optical Properties: Correction of Molecular Contribution
[11] Since most cirrus clouds are optically thin, for the 532 nm wavelength the lidar signal associated to these clouds can be very close to the molecular backscatter signal encountered in clear-sky areas; this gets worse as clouds get optically thinner. It is thus necessary to remove the molecular contribution of the lidar signal to access the particulate contribution representative of the optical properties of ice crystals. To remove the molecular contribution in d and c, we calculate the particulate depolarization ratio d p and particulate color ratio c p .
[12] The calculation of d p requires the particulate (index p) and molecular (index m) contributions of the perpendicular (b′ p? and b′ m? ) and parallel (b′ p// and b′ m// ) components of the total lidar signal at 532 nm, and an assumed constant molecular depolarization d m = 2% [Young, 1980; Bodhaine et al., 1999] . Assuming that the transmissivities are equal in the two polarization planes (as in work by Schotland and Stone [1971] ) leads to
where
To calculate c p , in the absence of available particulate backscatter profiles, we use the approximated particulate color ratio formula from Tao et al. [2008] :
with b′ and b m the attenuated backscatter coefficient and the supposed molecular backscatter coefficient at 532 and 1064 nm, and T 532m , the molecular transmittance at 532 nm. For each detected layer, each term is integrated between cloud base and top. Analysis of a continuous clear-sky nighttime tropical overpass showed that b 1064m is much lower than b′ 1064 so it can be safely neglected in equation (4) [see, e.g., Vaughan, 2004] .
3. Cloud Fractions 3.1. Cirrus Cloud Detection 3.1.1. Accounting for Low Signal-to-Noise Ratios
[13] The native horizontal resolution of CALIOP lidar data is 333 m. In order to improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), 15 consecutive profiles of attenuated total backscatter at this resolution were averaged to produce a single profile, leading to a final horizontal resolution of 5 km similar to the NL2 product.
[14] Then, remaining regions of low SNR within profiles are removed, taking into account variations in the vertical resolution of the data. SNR is deduced for each profile by calculating the variability of the signal when normalized by the standard deviation between 28 and 30 km (clear sky): SNR should be greater than 4 for an altitude over 8.2 km (vertical resolution 60 m) and greater than 9 below (vertical resolution 30 m). This removes cases of total extinction (like under thick convective towers or cumulonimbus clouds) and areas affected by high noise levels.
Identification of Cloud Layers
[15] Cloud layers are detected by considering a minimum threshold on the attenuated particulate backscatter b′ 532p . An extensive sensitivity study showed a threshold of 5 ×
10
−5 km −1 sr −1 is optimal to keep atmospheric features, provided it is combined with the following four criteria of cloud spatial homogeneity which help avoid false detections.
[16] 1. In the vertical direction, b′ 532p must be over the threshold for at least 240 consecutive meters.
[17] 2. In the horizontal direction, there must be a continuous vertical overlap between cloud layer boundaries over at least four consecutive profiles (20 km).
[18] 3. Cloud layers less than 120 m apart are combined.
[19] 4. Cloud layers whose base is higher than 1 km above the tropopause are removed from the study. The tropopause height is obtained from CALIOP level 2 data. Thus purely stratospheric features are not considered in this study.
[20] These four criteria remove the majority of small areas misidentified as clouds that are due to noise, as well as clouds with horizontal extent smaller than 20 km. Note that in the possible presence of particularly strong stratospheric aerosol layers at the calibration level (section 2.1), the underlying particulate backscatter signal will be underestimated [Vernier et al., 2009] , and the thinnest clouds, which would have otherwise exceeded the detection threshold, might escape detection.
[21] Furthermore, in significantly thick clouds (optical depth greater than ∼4) the lidar signal can get totally attenuated before reaching the base, in which case cloud boundaries cannot be accurately retrieved. Such saturated layers are removed from the study in order not to bias the distributions of cloud altitude, optical and geometrical thicknesses. A layer is considered totally attenuating if no significant ground backscatter appears in the signal below. According to Sassen et al. [2008] and later studies, CALIOP's inability to penetrate clouds of higher optical depths should not lead to a significant undersampling of cirrus clouds. 3.1.3. Selection of Cold Cloud layers (T < −40°C) and Rejection of Aerosol Layers
[22] The last step of ice cloud detection is a filtering on physical and optical parameters of the remaining cloud layer: (1) temperature, (2) optical thickness and (3) c p and d p . First, only cloud layers whose maximal temperature is colder than −40°C are taken into account in order to keep only cirrus clouds, following the criteria defined by Sassen and Campbell [2001] , also used in CALIPSO cirrus climatologies [Sassen et al., 2008; Sassen and Zhu, 2009] . Below this temperature, it is assumed that all condensed water vapor appears as ice [Pruppacher and Klett, 1997] . This temperature filtering removes liquid water and mixedphase clouds while avoiding the many uncertainties linked to complex phase detection algorithms. Second, cloud layers with optical thickness t < 10 −3 are removed because they are considered to be below the threshold confidence of lidar data and can be attributed to noise. Finally, a permissive filtering on optical parameters is applied on detected layers, taking into account typical distributions of optical properties for cirrus clouds in order to remove possible aerosols, supercooled liquid droplets and obvious misdetections: only layers with layer-integrated 0.7 < c p < 1.5 and 0.1 < d p < 0.7 are kept. This has the side effect of removing cloud layers containing horizontally oriented plate-like crystals, which produced near-zero depolarization ratio in CALIOP observations preceding the increase of its pointing angle to 3°in November 2007 ; such oriented crystals are however almost nonexistent in clouds colder than −40°C [Noel and Chepfer, 2010] and their removal should not impact the present results. The permitted color ratio range is voluntarily large in order to account for fluctuations in the 1064 nm channel calibration . However, due to these fluctuations, the color ratio will only be used for cloud filtering purposes.
Application of the Cloud Layer Detection to a Single Orbit
[23] As an example, Figure 1 shows the nighttime orbit 1155 UT on 1 January 2007. Figure 1 (top) shows b′ 532 (using a logarithmic color scale) between 60°S and 60°N from ground to 22 km, Figure 1 (middle) shows the result of the cloud detection and filtering described above. Clouds that completely attenuate the signal (e.g., around 5°N at 15 km and 30°-45°N at 10 km) are entirely removed except at their edges (because of their lower geometrical thickness) while the highest and thinnest clouds, mostly found in the tropical latitudes, keep an accurate structure. Figure 1 (bottom) shows b′ 532 inside cloud layers after applying the same selection and filtering, but using cloud boundaries from the NL2 data set. There is little difference between Figure 1 (middle) and Figure 1 (bottom) except between 15°N and 25°N where NL2 algorithms detect a smaller part of the thin high cloud at ∼18 km of altitude.
Statistical Comparison of Retrieved Cloud Fraction With CALIOP NASA Level 2 Products
[24] The algorithm described in section 3.1 was applied on 2.5 years of CALIOP level 1 observations (June 2006 to December 2008 . The resulting ensemble of cloud detections is called the Subvisible-Enhanced level 2 (SEL2) data set hereafter. We then define cloud fraction as the ratio between the number of CALIOP profiles in which cirrus clouds were detected according to the criteria in section 3.1.3 and the total number of profiles in each longitude-latitude bin of the grid (section 2.2). Zonal variations of total cirrus cloud fraction, for each season, from the NL2 and SEL2 data sets are compared in Figure 2 , and averages are compared for several latitude bands in Table 1 . In the two data sets, high cloud fractions appear at tropical latitudes (45%-55% compared to 5%-25% in midlatitudes) for all seasons, and cloud fraction maximum follows the movements of the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ), near the equator in DJF and around 10°N in JJA. The cloud fraction maximum is lower in JJA (45% in CALIOP NL2 and 51% in SEL2) than in DJF (48% and 55%, respectively). The cloud fraction minimum in the subtropics (∼5%-15%) also moves northward from DJF to JJA. The cloud fraction is higher at all latitudes in SEL2 than in NL2 data for the optically thin clouds considered in the present study. Differences in cloud layers in the Figure 1 . Time series of b′ 532 in log scale from CALIPSO level 1 (top) before and (middle) after cloud detection from the algorithm described in the text and (bottom) from CALIPSO level 2 for the nighttime orbit 1155 UT on 1 January 2007. Only nontotally attenuating clouds, with maximum temperature colder than −40°C, 0.1 < d p < 0.7, 0.7 < c p < 1.5, base < (tropopause + 1 km), and t > 0.001 were selected in the two data sets.
NL2 and SEL2 data sets are documented in the auxiliary material, in which possible explanations are discussed. 
Cirrus and Subvisible Cirrus Cloud Properties
[25] Subvisible cirrus (SVC), identified by their very low optical depth t < 0.03 [Sassen and Benson, 2001] have been shown to occur frequently in the tropics using SAGE (Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment) II [Wang et al., 1998 ]; lidars are well suited to their observation thanks to their sensitivity to thin atmospheric features [Goldfarb et al., 2001] , but before CALIOP no long-term global-scale data set was available. For these reasons, the global-scale cover of SVC is still poorly known, depending on it these clouds might have a significant greenhouse effect due to their cold temperatures; moreover, their global role as regulators of the vertical transport of water vapor is not assessed [Froyd et al., 2010] . Since the mechanisms leading to the formation of SVC are different from other ice clouds [Kärcher, 2002] , one can expect their characteristics to be different as well, thus the rest of this study will consider separately SVC and cirrus clouds with optical depth above 0.03, which will be referred to simply as cirrus clouds from now on. It should be noted that the retrieved optical depth depends on the used lidar ratio S (section 2.1). Here we used S = 25, but according to Sassen and Comstock [2001] cirrus lidar ratios lie in the 20-50 range, thus 0.8 < Dt/t = DS/S < 2.0. SVC optical depths can therefore go up to 0.06.
[26] Seasonal maps of cloud fraction (section 3.2) for SVC ( Figure 3 [27] Geometrical thickness distributions ( Figure 5 , left) are considerably narrower for SVC (0.25-0.75 km) than for cirrus clouds (0.75-2 km). On average, in midlatitudes cirrus clouds are 1.32 km thick and SVC 0.45 km thick (∼0.9 km thinner); in the tropics cirrus clouds are 1.77 km thick and SVC 0.57 km thick (∼1.2 km thinner); that is, both are 30% thicker than in midlatitudes. Tropical cirrus CTH ( Figure 5 , middle) is predominantly above 11 km with a most frequent value of 15 km; it is on average 4 km higher than midlatitudes cirrus CTH. The shape of SVC CTH distributions is very similar, whether in the tropics (mean CTH ∼ 14.4 km) or in the midlatitudes (mean CTH ∼ 10.3 km); however SVC CTH distributions appear shifted by 200-300 m compared to cirrus CTH: upward in the tropics, downward in midlatitudes. Finally, distributions of midlayer temperature (Figure 5, right) show clouds are ∼10°C colder in the tropics compared to midlatitudes: in the 12.4 a For nontotally attenuating clouds with maximum temperature colder than −40°C, 0.1 < d p < 0.7, 0.7 < c p < 1.5, base < (tropopause + 1 km), and optical depth above 0.001 in the SEL2 and NASA level 2 data sets, considering the entire time period (June 2006 to December 2008).
Figure 2. Seasonal cloud fraction (%) as a function of latitude from the SEL2 data set (dashed lines) and from NASA level 2 data set (solid lines). Only nontotally attenuating clouds, with maximum temperature colder than −40°C, 0.1 < d p < 0.7, 0.7 < c p < 1.5, base < (tropopause + 1 km), and t > 0.001 were selected in the two data sets. See also Table 1. tropics ∼75% of cirrus clouds are colder than −60°C, while in midlatitudes this is true for only ∼10% of cirrus clouds. In the tropics, SVC are slightly colder on average (−66°C) than cirrus clouds (−63°C) whereas in midlatitudes their average midlayer temperature is the same (−52°C). It has to be kept in mind that the midlayer point is lower for a cirrus cloud than for a SVC, which might explain in part this result.
[28] Figure 6 shows distributions of particulate depolarization ratio d p of ice crystals in SVC (dashed lines) and cirrus clouds (solid lines). Values are typical of cirrus clouds [e.g., Sassen and Benson, 2001] and show latitude dependence: d p is higher in the tropics (0.4-0.5 in average) than in midlatitudes (0.3-0.4) for both cloud types. The mean d p is lower by 0.03 for SVC compared to cirrus clouds either in tropics or midlatitudes, which implies that crystals in SVC have slightly less complex shapes; that is, crystals in SVC are either conceptually simpler, like plates, or complex shapes whose sharp edges were smoothed out by sublimation. Previous lidar studies [e.g., Noel et al., 2006] have often concluded the depolarization ratio varies with temperature, since it influences crystal nucleation and growth mechanisms and therefore directs particle shape; colder temperatures are usually linked to higher d p . This is consistent with present results that show higher d p for cirrus clouds in the tropics, which are colder, than in midlatitudes (see Figure 5) ; however this is inconsistent with present results that show lower d p for SVCs than for cirrus clouds, which are warmer. This suggests that, at least in SVC, temperature is not the only influence driving particle shape and depolarization.
Cirrus Clouds and Vertical Motions in the Tropics
[29] In this section we investigate the impact of synoptic vertical air motions (convection or subsidence) on cloud properties. However, convective events are generally small scale, limited in time, and may influence clouds distant in time and space from the convection event itself. Moreover, information about the convection/subsidence state of the atmosphere is not available at the fine temporal and geographical scale of CALIOP cloud observations. Therefore, in this section we do not attempt to directly relate discrete convective events or subsidence motions with cloud detections. Instead, we assume the effect of these vertical motions will be reflected by changes in distributions of cloud properties in regions statistically dominated over months by specific vertical motion regimes.
Cirrus Cloud Fraction and Vertical Motion Regimes
[30] A common indicator used to describe the intensity of the vertical motions in the atmosphere is the vertical pressure velocity at 500 hPa, hereafter called w 500 (as in the work of, e.g., Bony and Dufresne [2005] ). In the present study, values of w 500 come from monthly averages of ECMWF reanalyses [Uppala et al., 2005] over the same period as CALIOP observations (June 2006 to December 2008) on a 1.125°× 1.125°grid and 21 vertical pressure levels (from 1000 to 1 hPa) 4 times a day at 0000, 0600, 1200 and 1800 UTC. Monthly averages of w 500 were used since dynamical processes are not represented correctly on shorter timeframes, due to the large variability between two consecutive reanalyses in time [Bony and Dufresne, 2005] .
[31] Negative w 500 are linked with upward air mass motions and positive w 500 with subsidence motions. Deep convection occurs primarily along the tropical convection belt, and subsidence in the subtropics, around the Hadley cell (near ±30°of latitude). We posit that areas with monthly means w 500 < inspecting the monthly maps of vertical wind speed and identifying areas typically dominated by one of the desired synoptic conditions, while making sure each regime contained a significant cloud population.
[32] Figure 7 shows the number of profiles where clouds were detected in the tropics and the associated cloud fraction for SVC (Figure 7 , top) and cirrus cloud (Figure 7 , bottom) in DJF and JJA depending on the monthly mean w 500 . Weak subsidence areas dominate tropical latitudes, which explains the large number of cloudy profiles observed there (red lines in Figure 7 ). This number is, however, low compared to the total number of available profiles there, leading to relatively low cloud fractions (10%-15% for weak subsidence and 5%-10% for strong subsidence areas, black lines in Figure 7 ). By contrast, deep convective areas (<−35 hPa/d) are concentrated in a few tropical regions (South America, Central Africa and Western Pacific, and along the ITCZ), leading to a smaller total number of cloudy profiles (red lines), but the relative number of cloudy profiles is much higher there, leading to high cloud fractions (20%-30% for weak convection, 35%-50% for strong convection regions, black lines). The cirrus cloud fraction is lower in JJA since in that period, deep convective areas are moving northward of the equator, where they are sparser and partially above land, leading to less intense convection than over the large warm pool in DJF. Cloud fraction trends are similar for SVC and cirrus clouds, except in regions dominated by strong convection (w 500 < −35 hPa/d) where SVC cloud fractions are half (20%-25%) those for cirrus clouds (35%-50%).
Macrophysical Properties of Cirrus Clouds and Vertical Motion Regimes
[33] Figure 8 shows distributions of monthly means of cirrus cloud geometrical thickness, CTH and midlayer temperature in the tropics, for the 4 convective regimes (section 4.1). The distribution of geometrical thickness (Figure 8 , left) changes very little with the sign of the vertical wind speed for tropical SVC (dashed lines), and stays centered on the mean value (∼0.6 km). On the other hand, cirrus clouds (solid lines) become thinner with downward air speed, and thicker with upward air speed. Cirrus clouds are on average 2 km thick in regions affected by convection and 1.4 km thick in regions affected by subsidence. Vertical velocity thus seems to affect regular cirrus clouds more than SVC, with clouds becoming thinner in the transition from deep convective to subsidence regions.
[34] Distributions of CTH (Figure 8 , middle) show a maximum around 14-16.5 km for cirrus clouds and SVC, and appear to depend on w 500 : cloud top is on average 0.5 km (SVC) and 0.9 km (cirrus clouds) higher in regions dominated by upward motions compared to subsidence regions. This result is linked with deep convection, which increases the probability of finding clouds higher in the atmosphere. In strong subsidence regions, SVC CTH is ∼0.2 km higher than cirrus clouds CTH; other convective regimes do not show such a clear trend.
[35] Midlayer temperatures (Figure 8 , right) are colder for pronounced upward motions (i.e., negative w 500 ); most frequent values are ∼−72°C for SVC and ∼−68°C for cirrus clouds. Furthermore, midlayer temperatures of SVC are always colder than the one for cirrus clouds, independent of w 500 . This is probably because SVC are thinner than cirrus clouds while sharing a similar CTH; their midlayer point is therefore higher in altitude, thus colder.
Optical Properties of Ice Crystals and Vertical Motion Regimes
[36] Figure 9 shows distributions of monthly means of particulate depolarization ratio d p for SVC (dashed lines) and cirrus clouds (solid lines) depending on w 500 . Mean values are similar for both (d p ∼ 0.45), with standard deviations ∼0.1. The average and standard deviation of d p are slightly dependent on w 500 for cirrus clouds, not for SVC.
[37] Figure 10 shows distributions of depolarization d p and temperature observations in SVC (Figure 10 
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11 of 19 the midlayer temperature seems to be linear for cirrus clouds whatever w 500 , while it is sparser but with an increasing linear-like component for SVC in strong subsidence areas. Even if the most frequent values are the same and centered at d p ∼ 0.45 and T ∼ −70°C for both types of clouds, the shape of distributions is different. The maximum value of 
Cirrus Clouds and Midlatitudes Horizontal Winds
Cirrus Cloud Fraction and Jet Stream Intensity
[38] Jet streams are narrow and discontinuous bands of air that move rapidly around the globe near the tropopause level. They are located at the boundaries between polar, midlatitudes and tropical latitudes and characterized by their mean latitude. The Tropical Easterly Jet (TEJ) is located near the equator at the tropopause level even if its strongest winds appear in Southern Asia during NH summer. The Subtropical Jet (SJ) occurs at subtropical latitudes, presents a seasonal variation in each hemisphere, and gets stronger in winter, when it often merges with the Polar Jet (PJ). Following the same approach as in section 4, we used monthly means of horizontal wind maximum V hmax in ECMWF reanalyses between the tropopause level from CALIOP NL2 data (section 2.1) and 50 hPa to characterize the dominant jet stream regime in a given region. Three situations are defined following the same visual inspection of maps as in section 4.1: no jet streams (V hmax < 20 m/s), weak jet streams (20 < V hmax < 30 m/s) and strong jet streams (V hmax > 30 m/s). Tropical jets are on average much slower than midlatitudes jets, i.e., 20-50 m/s for the TEJ versus 40-80 m/s for the SJ and PJ. While 68% of midlatitudes areas show V hmax faster than 30 m/s, this is only the case for 15% of tropics (Table 2) . Thus, in our terminology, the fastest tropical winds are more comparable to weak than to strong midlatitude jets. In order not to mix different synoptic situations, the rest of this section focuses on the link between midlatitude cirrus clouds and jet streams (SJ/PJ), i.e., latitudes above 30°.
[39] Figure 11 shows the number of cloudy profiles and the cloud fraction (CF) in midlatitudes for SVC (top) and cirrus clouds (bottom) in DJF and JJA as a function of the monthly mean V hmax . CF appears strongly dependent on V hmax . In DJF, CF is maximal at ∼35 m/s for both SVC and cirrus clouds; in JJA CF is maximal for V hmax above 50 m/s. In both seasons, largest cloud fractions are found for V hmax > 30 m/s; for higher V hmax , cloud fractions keep increasing up to V hmax ∼ 60 m/s in JJA, but quickly decrease in DJF. Cirrus cloud fractions (maximum 12% in DJF, ∼18% in JJA) are nearly twice SVC CF (maximum 6% in DJF, ∼8% in JJA). The highest SVC CF is observed for JJA in low wind conditions (V hmax < 20 m/s). The most frequent V hmax where clouds are detected is ∼35 m/s in DJF and ∼15 m/s in JJA (red lines in Figure 11 ), which shows the enhancing of wind speeds in the winter hemisphere (where SJ and PJ often merge and higher V hmax are observed).
Macrophysical Properties of Clouds and Jet Stream Intensity
[40] Figure 12 displays distributions for monthly means of geometrical thickness, CTH and midlayer temperature for SVC and cirrus clouds in the three wind situations (section 5.1). While the geometrical thickness (Figure 12 , left) of cirrus clouds does not change significantly with the wind situation, SVC are on average ∼20% thinner Figure 12 . Distributions of (left) geometrical thickness, (middle) cloud top height, and (right) midlayer temperature of SVC (dashed lines) and cirrus clouds (solid lines) for the three V hmax regimes, with associated mean and standard deviation.
(∼0.08 km) in presence of strong compared to weak winds (SVC are 0.4 km thick on average). Such strong winds mostly appear at the boundaries between tropics and midlatitudes (SJ) and between midlatitudes and poles (PJ), where cirrus clouds are sparse (section 3.2).
[41] Cloud tops (Figure 12 , middle) are lower in presence of faster winds (∼1.8 km lower in regions where V hmax > 30 m/s compared to regions where V hmax < 20 m/s). Temperature distributions echo this result (Figure 12 , right): midlayer cloud temperatures are colder by ∼2°in presence of weak winds compared to strong wind conditions. On average, SVC (dashed lines) are slightly lower (by ∼300 m) and colder (by ∼1°) than cirrus clouds (solid lines). Overall shapes of CTH and temperature distributions are similar.
Optical Properties of Ice Crystals and Jet Streams Intensity
[42] Figure 13 shows the distributions of particulate depolarization ratio d p for SVC and cirrus clouds in the three horizontal wind regimes (section 5.1). Generally d p is ∼0.03 lower for SVC compared to cirrus clouds (suggesting a less complex tridimensional shape for ice crystals). For both cloud types the d p distribution is wider for faster winds.
[43] Figure 14 [44] In a further attempt to study the link between cirrus clouds, SVC and their environment, we investigated correlations between ice cloud fractions from CALIOP and UTLS water vapor observed from the Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS) on the Aura platform. Until May 2008, MLS and CALIOP sampling tracks were separated by ∼200 km , making comparisons between observations from both instruments relatively meaningless. After that date, the Aura satellite was moved 7 min ahead, in effect relocating the MLS footprint under CALIOP's [Savtchenko et al., 2008] , allowing comparisons between observations from both instruments [Su et al., 2009] . MLS observations have an horizontal resolution of ∼170 km, meaning one MLS profile corresponds to roughly 34 CALIOP profiles with a 5 km resolution (section 3.1) documenting the same section of the atmosphere. Two vertical regions were considered: the upper troposphere (UT, 215-147 hPa) and the lower stratosphere (LS, 121-68 hPa), both regions corresponding to three data points in a given MLS profile, which were averaged to provide a single value for each region. We used version 2.21 of the MLS H 2 O product. [45] Due to the large difference in horizontal resolution between CALIOP and MLS, cloud cover is defined differently in the present section: for each MLS profile observed after May 2008, the 34 closest CALIOP profiles were identified within the same orbit; if more than half of these CALIOP profiles contained a cloud layer identified as cirrus cloud or SVC using the algorithm described in section 3.1 (and respecting the criteria described therein), the associated MLS profile was flagged as cloudy with respect to cirrus clouds or SVC. We averaged, over 14 day periods, water vapor concentrations observed by MLS in the UT and LS levels between 30°S and 30°N, first considering all profiles (global average, ∼10 10 data points per period), then profiles identified as cloudy by CALIOP following the previous steps (cloudy average, ∼10 9 data points per period). We then subtracted the cloudy average from the global average at the two considered levels (UT and LS) for each 14 day periods to evaluate the effect of cloud presence on water vapor.
MLS Contamination by Clouds
[46] MLS water vapor retrievals are affected by the presence of clouds which degrade the data in unpredictable ways [Livesey et al., 2007] ; when this effect is strong enough to be noticeable the affected MLS profile is flagged as being unfit for scientific studies (high-and low-level cloud contaminations are flagged separately). Following this recommendation, the present results only consider MLS profiles that are not reported as affected by high-level clouds. We assumed that the clouds under study (cirrus clouds and SVC) would be thin enough as not to affect too often the retrieval of water vapor from MLS data. A combined analysis of the MLS and CALIOP data sets showed that in cases identified as cloudy by CALIOP, 40%-55% of MLS profiles (over 14 day periods) were affected and unfit for scientific use, leaving 45%-60% of MLS profiles available. This number, which fluctuates with time and latitude, is most probably linked to the optical depth distribution within clouds; MLS profiles would be more affected by more opaque clouds. Similarly, where SVC were detected by CALIOP, 30%-45% of MLS profiles were affected, leaving 55%-70% of profiles available. For now, it should be enough to note that MLS water vapor profiles were usable in more than half of cloudy cases identified by CALIOP.
Cloud Fraction, Temperature, and Water Vapor
[47] Considering first the lower stratosphere (not shown), differences in water vapor observed there in cloudy com- Figure 14 . Distributions of midlayer temperature (°C) and particulate depolarization ratio in (top) SVC and (bottom) regular cirrus clouds for the three V hmax regimes. pared to noncloudy cases, averaged over 14 days, do not show any discernable pattern and stay below 0.1 ppmv, which is the minimum concentration detectable by MLS [Livesey et al., 2007] and well below the background fluctuations in water vapor concentrations (∼4 ± 1ppmv). These fluctuations appear similar when considering SVC or cirrus clouds. Dessler [2009] , applying a very similar methodology on CALIOP and MLS observations, found a significant relative humidity enhancement in the tropical lower stratosphere (200-100 hPa) in the presence of upper tropospheric clouds; however the present study ignored clouds too high with respect to the tropopause (section 3.1.2), while Dessler focused specifically on clouds near and above the tropopause, which probably explains the discrepancy.
[48] On the other hand, MLS observations in the upper troposphere ( Figure 15) show a 15-30 ppmv increase in water vapor compared to the average where CALIOP identified the presence of cirrus clouds, and a 5-10 ppmv increase where SVC were identified. For reference, average UT water vapor concentrations are in the range 25-60 ppmv; the observed increase is of the same order of magnitude. This increase appears symmetric around the equator and quite stable with time, except for a significant peak in October 2008 for which we have no explanation at this point. Moreover, temperatures observed by MLS in the UT show a ∼1°decrease compared to the average when clouds are observed by CALIOP. This difference is comparable to fluctuations around the average for UT background temperatures observed by MLS (−61.5°C ± 1°C) in the considered region. This difference is also symmetric around the equator, and less pronounced in presence of SVC (−0.5°).
[49] In summary, the presence of cirrus clouds in the upper troposphere (1) does not affect water vapor noticeably in the lower stratosphere above and (2) in the upper troposphere, is correlated with water vapor concentrations noticeably higher than average and temperatures 1°colder than average. The presence of SVC leads to the same observations, although the differences with average in UT are smaller. This may suggest that colder temperatures trigger SVC formation in areas with ice supersaturation just above the threshold for cloud formation.
[50] However, it should be kept it mind that water vapor fluctuations happen on much smaller scales than the one permitted by MLS observations (horizontal resolution ∼170 km); thus the averaging implied by the relatively low resolution can lead to a smoothing of high supersaturation and the water vapor increase observed in cloudy cases is most likely underestimated [Lamquin et al., 2008; Massie et al., 2010] . If this were the case, the smaller difference observed in presence of SVC could mean their formation is due to local fluctuations of temperature and/or water vapor leading to regions supersaturated with respect to ice smaller than those leading to the formation of cirrus clouds.
Discussion and Conclusion
[51] In this article an algorithm was presented to detect optically thin clouds in CALIOP level 1 observations, which has been applied to 2.5 years of observations between 60°S and 60°N to create a Subvisible-Enhanced L2 data set (SEL2). We used this data set to document the cover and properties of cirrus clouds and SVC, and investigated how their properties are affected by surrounding atmospheric properties, most notably (1) vertical and horizontal winds, used as proxies for convection in the tropics and jet streams in the midlatitudes, and (2) water vapor in the UTLS. Cloud properties are summarized in Table 3 (SVC) and Table 4 (cirrus clouds).
[52] First, cloud fractions (CF) for all cirrus clouds colder than −40°C in SEL2 (Table 1 ) are in the 30%-60% range in the tropics (reaching 90% above South America, Central Africa, Western Pacific and along the ITCZ), with yearly averages of 31% between 30°S and 30°N and 44% between 15°S and 15°N. In midlatitudes CF is in the 10%-20% range, with a yearly average of 16% between 30°and 60°. High cirrus cloud fractions move northward in JJA and southward in DJF, like the ITCZ. These results are consistent with recent studies of cloud cover from CALIOP (detection based on NASA level 2 algorithm): For instance, Mace et al. [2009] found on average CF ∼ 30% in the tropics and ∼15% in midlatitudes from the first year of CALIOP observations for clouds with tops above 6 km. For the same period, Sassen et al. [2008] found CF ∼ 35% in the tropical belt (±15°), ∼15% in latitudes 15°-30°(N/S), and ∼15% in midlatitudes; the same study found a secondary maximum at the interface between midlatitudes and polar regions. In our study, this maximum can only be observed in MAM since this is the only period when the maximum is below 60°. Cirrus cloud fraction maximas (70% near convection centers) are consistent with results from Nazaryan et al. [2008] .
[53] Regarding macrophysical properties of cirrus clouds, results in the present study are globally consistent with Sassen et al. [2008] : CTHs in both studies are ∼14 km in the tropics and ∼10 km in midlatitudes, which illustrates the poleward decrease of CTHs. Sassen et al. [2008] found clouds between −72°and −55°C in the tropics and between −56°C and −45°C in midlatitudes, while in the present study average midlayer temperatures are −63°C in the tropics and −52°C in midlatitudes which is consistent assuming a linear decrease of temperature with increasing altitude in the UT. Finally, Sassen et al. found a latitude-independent thickness of 2.0 km globally, while in the present study cirrus clouds are on average 1.8 km thick in the tropics and 1.3 km thick in midlatitudes (Table 4) .
[54] The present study presents optical properties of crystals in cirrus clouds, but also in SVC, which up to now were poorly known on a global scale. Results show that average depolarization ratio is slightly lower in SVC (d p ∼ 0.35) than in cirrus clouds (d p ∼ 0.4), and higher in the tropics (∼0.43) than in midlatitudes (∼0.37), as in the work of Sassen and Zhu [2009] . SVC are on average three times thinner (∼0.4 km) than cirrus clouds (∼1.5 km), have a similar top height (CTH ∼ 14.4 km in the tropics, CTH ∼ 10.5 km in midlatitudes), which explain why their midlayer temperature is 3°colder in the tropics (∼−66°C) than cirrus clouds (∼−63°C). Distributions of properties are generally broader for SVC, most probably due to the weaker signal they produce.
[55] The relationships between properties of clouds and dynamic indicators (Tables 3 and 4 ) change with latitude. In the tropics, high CF (∼23% for SVC and ∼40% for cirrus clouds) are found in areas dominated on average by strong upward winds (w 500 < −35 hPa/d), low CF (<10% for SVC 0.4 ± 0.2 10.1 ± 1.7 −53 ± 6 0.34 ± 0.10 v hmax m/s <20 7.0 0.4 ± 0.2 11.6 ± 0.21 −55 ± 7 0.32 ± 0.11 20-30 6.1 0.4 ± 0.2 10.5 ± 1.8 −53 ± 6 0.31 ± 0.11 >30 5.6 0.4 ± 0.2 9.8 ± 1.7 −53 ± 6 0.32 ± 0.11 a For optical depth above 0.001 and below 0.03, maximum temperature colder than −40°C, 0.1 < d p < 0.7, 0.7 < c p < 1.5, and base < (tropopause + 1 km) in the tropics and midlatitudes: cloud fraction (CF), geometrical thickness, cloud top height, midlayer temperature, and particulate depolarization ratio. The same properties are also documented in the four vertical motion regimes in the tropics (section 4) and the three horizontal wind speed regimes in midlatitudes (section 5). Tropics ± 30°20.6 1.8 ± 0.8 14.3 ± 1.6 −63 ± 9 0.43 ± 0.08 w 500 hPa/d <−35 39.7 2.0 ± 0.9 14.7 ± 1.3 −65 ± 8 0.42 ± 0.06 −35-0 26.7 1.7 ± 0.8 14.3 ± 1.5 −63 ± 8 0.42 ± 0.06 0-25 14.5 1.5 ± 0.7 14.0 ± 1.6 −62 ± 9 0.42 ± 0.07 >25 8.6 1.4 ± 0.7 13.8 ± 1.8 −62 ± 10 0.41 ± 0.08 Midlatitudes 30°-60°11.1
1.3 ± 0.6 10.4 ± 1.7 −52 ± 5 0.37 ± 0.1 v hmax m/s <20 10.1 1.2 ± 0.6 11.9 ± 1.9 −54 ± 6 0.35 ± 0.09 20-30 10.4 1.2 ± 0.6 10.8 ± 1.7 −52 ± 5 0.34 ± 0.09 >30 11.6 1.3 ± 0.7 10.1 ± 1.7 −52 ± 5 0.35 ± 0.08 and cirrus clouds) in areas dominated by moderate downward winds (w 500 > 25 hPa/d). The trend showing CF increasing from subsidence to convection is consistent with results for upper level clouds in the work of Bony and Dufresne [2005] using ISCCP data over 16 years (1984) (1985) (1986) (1987) (1988) (1989) (1990) (1991) (1992) (1993) (1994) (1995) (1996) (1997) (1998) (1999) (2000) . Strong winds are associated to higher (+0.2 km) and colder (−2°C) clouds, thicker cirrus clouds (+0.2 km) and thinner SVC (−0.1 km) compared to the average; it can be hypothesized that these properties are due to the increased influence of convective motions. By contrast, downward winds appear associated to lower (0.5 km), warmer (∼1°C) and thinner clouds (−0.1 km for SVC and −0.4 km for cirrus clouds). Changes in vertical winds only slightly affect the depolarization ratio (it is slightly higher for strong upward winds).
[56] In midlatitudes, CF do not appear affected by horizontal winds (∼11% for cirrus clouds and ∼5%-7% for SVC); although for SVC stronger wind speeds (V hmax > 30 m/s) lead to lower CF. Results show that faster winds are associated with slightly thinner (by ∼0.08 km), warmer (by ∼2°C) and lower (by ∼1.8 km) clouds; it can be hypothesized that these changes in properties are due to the influence of strong jets.
[57] The relatively low cloud fraction found in subsidence regions must be taken with caution, as subsidence affects a larger area than convection in the tropics: monthly averages from 2.5°× 2.5°horizontal resolution ECMWF reanalyses show that in the considered data set ∼62% of tropics are under subsidence conditions, while convection dominates a narrow belt. Thus, even if the cloud fraction is lower in subsidence-dominated areas than in ascending air regions, cirrus clouds and SVC there still represent a large cloud population in absolute terms.
[58] Finally, comparing CALIOP observations with collocated MLS retrievals showed that cirrus cloud detections in the upper troposphere are correlated with a significant increase (+15-30 ppmv) in observed upper tropospheric water vapor concentrations compared to the average. A smaller increase (+5-10 ppmv) is observed in presence of SVC. These differences are probably underestimated, as (1) the MLS resolution is poor compared to the scale of water vapor atmospheric fluctuations and (2) cloudcontaminated MLS profiles were not considered, and those probably contain the optically thickest cirrus clouds, which we expect to be related to the highest water vapor concentrations. A small decrease in temperature (∼1°) is also observed. These findings are not surprising, since a higher water vapor content linked with low temperatures is expected for cloud formation, but the difference in the increase between cirrus clouds and SVC might shed light on our understanding of the mechanisms leading to SVC formation, as these clouds most probably form at water vapor concentration just slightly above the threshold for cloud formation (it is relevant to note that among all the variables considered in the present study, water vapor shows the clearest difference between cirrus clouds and SVC).
[59] Future work involves adapting the cloud detection algorithm for daytime CALIOP level 1 observations in order to be able to study diurnal changes in cirrus cloud properties [Sassen et al., 2003] , which appear to be significant for SVC . The SEL2 data set described in the present paper will be shortly available online, in the hope to help future global-scale studies on optically thin clouds.
